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Precision Conservation and Precision Regulation
G.F. Sassenrath
J.A. Delgado
Agronomy Monograph 59, titled “Precision Conservation: Geospatial Techniques for Agricultural and Natural Resources Conservation”, comes at a time of rapid transition towards more spatial and temporal precision in agricultural management. It makes a strong case for conservation planners and practitioners to avail themselves of modern GIS, GPS and decision support tools available for other agronomic practices such as GPS tractor and implement guidance, precision planting, and fertilization and pesticide applications. These geospatial technologies are fast becoming mainstream tools in conservation planning, assessment and implementation. At the same time, these technologies are enabling collaboration across silos of divergent expertise in conservation and precision agronomic practices including irrigation and drainage. The 17 chapters of this book detail existing technologies and management methods and look forward to those on the horizon. The Editors, ASA/CSSA members Jorge Delgado, Gretchen Sassenrath, and Tom Mueller, masterfully bring together key experts to cover use of GIS and GPS tools to plan, design and place conservation structures and to explore economic consequences and opportunities for payback. These include water quality incentives, greenhouse gas offset markets, and established incentive programs offered by federal and state governments.

Much of the new work and methods covered by the book were engendered by the NRCS Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP) established in 2002, which quantifies the impacts of conservation practices across U.S. croplands. From the beginning, CEAP integrated geospatial databases, partner monitoring data, and practice implementation data with analytical models. In so doing, it highlighted the potential for precision conservation now detailed in this book. Indeed, many of the authors are USDA ARS and university partners in CEAP. With its focus on environmental impacts at the watershed level, CEAP projects must take a geospatial approach and consider multiple conservation practices within a watershed, which in turn require a geospatial modeling approach much evident in this book. The work is also informed by outcomes from the Long Term Agro-ecosystems Research (LTAR) network. The LTAR network is a USDA-ARS-University-NGO joint effort at 18 sites across the United States, each of which contrasts “business-as-usual” practices with advanced “aspirational” practices, such as the precision conservation methods described in the book’s several chapters.

The editors argue effectively that we must go beyond 4 R nutrient management principles and practices (Right place, Right time, Right amount and Right kind) and include precise planning and siting of conservation practices if we are to achieve sustainable reductions in nitrogen and phosphorus in streams, rivers, and water bodies from lakes to seas. They advocate for a 7 R approach, which expands the 4 Rs to include Precision Conservation, including additional aspects of variable rate irrigation management and drainage management. The additional components are timely and essential since there has been a steady increase in irrigated area in watersheds most prone to nutrient outflows and since surface and subsurface drainage systems are ubiquitous to these vulnerable areas. This book will be a valuable resource as the American Society of Agronomy rolls
out the new Certified Crop Adviser specialization in Precision Agriculture. It will hold value for those with specializations in Sustainability and 4 R Nutrient Management as well. As a science-based guide to the present and future of precision conservation, the book has relevance for practitioner, researcher, and policy maker alike.

Steven R. Evett
President, American Society of Agronomy

Mark E. Westgate
President, Crop Science Society of America
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Dedication

With the challenges that humanity faces in the 21st century, including a changing climate and an expected increase in the occurrence of extreme events, conservation of soil and water resources will be critical for food security and environmental quality. This book is dedicated to farmers and ranchers across the world who are contributing to food security and conservation of land and water resources; as well as to conservation professionals, nutrient managers, and other technical personnel helping implement conservation practices on the ground to conserve the quality of air, water, and especially soil resources, for future generations.

Precision conservation can be applied not only to agricultural systems, but also to other soil and water conservation systems such as urban areas (e.g. parks), forests, and areas under construction, among other examples, in a given watershed. In the great majority of cases, they are part of watersheds that include agricultural systems. As described in this book, riparian buffers, sedimentation ponds, constructed wetlands and other resources and/or practices can be used with precision conservation to increase the effectiveness of conservation efforts across a watershed. This book is therefore also dedicated to foresters, biologists, and conservation professionals that are working to conserve these resources.

In short, this book is dedicated to everyone working in these conservation efforts.